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Abstract Coexistence of kaon condensation and hyperons, which may be
realized in neutron stars, is investigated on the basis of the relativistic mean-field
theory combined with the effective chiral Lagrangian. It is shown that kaon-
condensed phase in hyperon-mixed matter is plausible, but it leads to significant
softening of the equation of state (EOS). We discuss indispensable effects which
make the EOS stiffer so as to be consistent with recent neutron-star observations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Various phases and equation of state (EOS) of dense matter in neutron stars have been
elaborated actively through theoretical studies, terrestrial experiments and astronomical
observations. Recently, observations of massive neutron stars as large as 2M⊙ (M⊙ being the
solar mass) have imposed a stringent constraint on the EOS that too soft EOS is excluded[1].
On the other hand, theoretical studies have predicted that multi-strangeness systems such
as hyperon (Y )-mixed matter and/or Bose-Einstein condensation of kaons (K−) necessarily
appear at high densities. In particular, coexistence of kaon condensation and hyperons in
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dense matter has been discussed in several approaches[2]. However, most of the models
including coexistent phase of kaon condensation and hyperon-mixed matter [(Y +K) phase]
lead to maximum neutron-star masses less than 1.85M⊙, which is not compatible with recent
observations. We reconsider (Y + K) phase in neutron stars by the use of the interaction
model based on the relativistic mean-field (RMF) theory for baryon (B)-B interactions,
coupled with the nonlinear effective chiral Lagrangian for K¯-B and K¯-K¯ interactions. We
discuss what effects are necessary in order to reconcile theories with observations.
2. FORMULATION
Within the RMF framework, the B-B interactions are mediated by exchange of the σ,
σ∗, ω, ρ, and φ mesons. We take into account Λ,Σ−,Ξ− for hyperons. The K¯-B and K¯-K¯
interactions are introduced from the nonlinear effective chiral Lagrangian[3], and the original
s-wave scalar and vector contact interactions between the nonlinear K¯ field and baryons are
replaced by those generated by the scalar σ, σ∗ mesons-exchange and vector ω, ρ, and φ
mesons-exchange, respectively. The classical K− field is taken to be the plane-wave type as
K ≡ 〈K−|Kˆ−|K−〉 = f/√2 · θ exp(−iµKt), where θ is the chiral angle, f (= 93 MeV) the
meson decay constant, and µK is the K
− chemical potential. The σ-K− coupling strength
gσK is related to the K
− optical potential depth UK in symmetric nuclear matter. We set
UK=−120 MeV as a moderately attractive case. See [4] for details of the other parameters.
Taking into account the charge neutrality, we construct the effective energy density,
Eeff ≡ E + µ(ρp − ρΣ− − ρΞ− − ρK− − ρe), where µ is the charge chemical potential and
ρi (i = p,Σ
−,Ξ−,K−, e−) the number densities. The ground state is obtained under the
charge neutrality condition, ∂Eeff/∂µ = 0, and chemical equilibrium conditions for weak
processes, which are reduced to ∂Eeff/∂ρi = 0 (i = p, n,Λ,Σ−,Ξ−) with a given baryon
number density ρB. From the last conditions the relations between the chemical potentials,
µ = µK = µe = µn − µp, µΛ = µn, µΣ− = µΞ− = µn + µe, are assured.
3. NUNERICAL RESULTS
In Fig. 1, the energy per baryon in the (Y +K) phase is shown as a function of ρB for UK =
−120 MeV (the bold solid line). For comparison, those for hyperonic matter without kaon
condensation (the long dashed line), for kaon-condensed phase without hyperon-mixing (the
dotted line), and for the normal nucleon matter (the thin solid line) are shown. (We found
numerical errors in the previous result of the Eeff -ρB relation presented at the conference.
They have been corrected in this proceedings.) Kaon condensation sets in at ρB = 2.9ρ0 with
ρ0 (=0.153 fm
−3) being the nuclear saturation density, just before the onset of hyperons.
In the kaon-condensed phase, only the Λ hyperons start to appear at ρB= 4.2 ρ0, and the
fraction of the Λ monotonically increases with density. At a higher density ρB = 8.8ρ0, the
Ξ− hyperons set in. The onset density of the Ξ− hyperons is pushed up to high density
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Fig. 1 The energy per baryon in the (Y +K) phase as a
function of baryon number density ρB for UK = −120
MeV (the bold solid line). See the text for details.
as compared with the case of hyperonic matter
without kaon condensates. This is due to the
fact that the K−-Ξ− vector interaction works
repulsively as far as µ > 0, as a consequence
of chiral symmetry. The Σ− hyperons do not
appear over the relevant densities. This is be-
cause the Σ− potential depth in nuclear mat-
ter is taken to be repulsive, which is deduced
from the recent hypernuclear experiments[4].
One can see that once kaon condensation oc-
curs in hyperonic matter, it leads to significant
softening of the EOS, since the attractive ef-
fect of the s-wave K−-B interaction is added
as well as the effect of avoiding nucleon (N)-N
repulsion through mixing of hyperons[5].
4. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
One should take into account stiffening effects on the kaon-condensed EOS in hyperonic
matter at high baryon density. For example, many-body forces between baryons such as
three-body NNN , Y NN , Y Y N , Y Y Y forces should be considered beyond the mean-field
approximation[5]. It is also instructive to consider anti-symmetrization effect for baryons
beyond the present Hartree approximation through introduction of tensor coupling of vector
mesons[6]. It should be noted that there is another higher energy state consisting of kaon-
condensed phase with hyperon-mixing in addition to the ground state one at some density
intervals. This Eeff -ρB branch may lead to stiffer EOS than that for the ground state. We
will carefully examine whether the existence of the higher energy state is specific to this
model or universal result stemming from interplay between kaon condensates and hyperons.
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